Albuquerque Energy Council
Meeting Minutes

Department of Municipal Development 1801 4th Street Bldg. B
Wednesday, August 19th 2020, 8:00 am to 10:00 am

Chair: Amy Miller
Members: Carlos Lucero, Sanders Moore, Sandra McCardell, Ryan Centerwall, Michael Cecchini, Donna Griffin, Alex Montaño, Ali Bidram Absent: , Michael Cecchini Tammy Fiebelkorn

- Introduction 8:00am- 8:15am
  - Approval of August Agenda
  - Approval of July Minutes
- AEC Annual Report 8:15am- 8:30am
  - Sub - committee drafted a report
  - Saif to add more information and pictures
  - Sandra to do final Edit
- Presentation of City Hall IT center cooling upgrade (Andre and Paul)
  - Will help reduce energy in data center
  - Old aging units need upgrade for cooling down computers
  - Goal to simplify data center and create a hot containment aisle
  - 4 coolant areas 2 on each side
- AEC evaluation form for IT
  - September to provide evaluation from council
- Project Updates (Saif) 8:30am- 9:00am
  - APD lighting upgrade
    - To start mid-September early October
    - Code violations being reviewed and worked on
  - South Broadway cultural center and library
    - Walk through went smooth and safe
    - Contractors did a full walkthrough
    - Supervisors and managers were in attendance for any concerns or recommendation of lighting
  - CREBS projects 100% complete except downtown area
    - PNM legal and city legal close to an agreement and finalized
    - Protect any feedback to the grid
    - PNM wants an alternative option to provide extra protection from feedback
    - PNM working with contractors to come up with one-line diagram to safely connect
- Walkthrough for old ARRA projects
  - Check to see if the systems have full production and properly working
  - Mountain Vector gathering data and additional information for the ARRA projects

- ESCO
  - In the process of interviewing vendors for the 49 sites

- Sustainability update (Kelsey) 9:00am- 9:20am
  - PRC approved 100% renewable plan
    - (2) 50 megawatt plan to move forward
    - Solar direct to break ground early October
  - February 2021- 2018 International Energy Conservation Code to be implemented
  - Climate action plan survey
  - Energy efficiency homes checkups
  - Responses from task force to be complete by September 18th

- Public Announcements
  - Home checkups- Virtual checkups are available with FaceTime option and safe in house checkups with proper PPE guidelines being required

- Adjourn, 9:30am